than intermittent stimulation. This suggests that the continuous stimulation used in our experiment did not significantly impair learning because it was less conducive to the development of competing ("superstitious") responses which might tend to interfere with the acquisition and performance of the "correct" response (9) . (ii) In our study the stimulation was relevant to the testing situation in that it induced the animals to consume the food in the goal box. In the other studies the stimulation was not shown to have any such relevance. (iii) There is some evidence that highly motivated rats can overcome the disruptive effects of positively reinforcing brain stimulation (10) , and that rats receiving lateral hypothalamic stimulation are more highly motivated to obtain food than are rats which have been deprived of food for up to 7 days (11). Although in the present experiment satiated animals received the minimum current intensity which would reliably induce eating, it is possible that, even at this threshold level, lateral hypothalamic stimulation produces a degree of hunger which is sufficiently high to overcome any deleterious effects of positively reinforcing brain stimulation on the learning of instrumental responses to obtain food. Should a temporal discrimination be demonstrated in the goldfish, it could then be tested for temperature dependence to determine whether the "timing mechanism" is tied to metabolic rate. A number of circadian rhythms are not dependent on temperature (5). However, it has been suggested that variations in the diurnal environment may play some role in this independence (6) . A discrimination involving arbitrary short intervals is almost certainly not correlated with significant environmental (diurnal) changes, and thus pro-A great deal is known about natural behavioral and physiological rhythms in the animal kingdom. These rhythms usually have a period of about 24 hours (circadian rhythms) and seem to reflect the operation of an endogenous clock, influenced by environmental factors. Much less is known about learned temporal discriminations involving short and arbitrary time intervals, although a few mammals and birds have been taught to perform particular responses at certain short intervals (1, 2). One purpose of the experiment described herein was to determine whether similar temporal discriminations can be established in a poikilotherm, the goldfish. Wolf and Baer (3) recently reported that such discriminations could be established in a single gourami fish maintained on fixed-interval schedules, but Gonzalez, Eskin, and Bitterman (4) failed to establish temporal discriminations in the African mouth breeder, Tilapia macrocephala.
Should a temporal discrimination be demonstrated in the goldfish, it could then be tested for temperature dependence to determine whether the "timing mechanism" is tied to metabolic rate. A number of circadian rhythms are not dependent on temperature (5). However, it has been suggested that variations in the diurnal environment may play some role in this independence (6) . A discrimination involving arbitrary short intervals is almost certainly not correlated with significant environmental (diurnal) changes, and thus pro- Three goldfish, Carassius auratus, were employed in the first part of this study. They were kept in small aquariums at a constant temperature of 30? ? 0.1?C and were trained to press a lever (7). Each time the lever was pressed, one white worm (Enchytraeus albidus) was released into the tank by an automatic dispenser (8). The fish were trained for 30 to 40 minutes each day in their home tanks. After a few days, they were required to press the lever three times in order to receive each worm, and then training on a temporal discrimination was begun. The same conditions prevailed for the rest of the experiment. The fish were trained on a 1-minute fixed-interval (FI-1) schedule. After the fish had received a worm for pressing the lever, a vides a possible means of analyzing a timing mechanism.
Three goldfish, Carassius auratus, were employed in the first part of this study. They were kept in small aquariums at a constant temperature of 30? ? 0.1?C and were trained to press a lever (7). Each time the lever was pressed, one white worm (Enchytraeus albidus) was released into the tank by an automatic dispenser (8). The fish were trained for 30 to 40 minutes each day in their home tanks. After a few days, they were required to press the lever three times in order to receive each worm, and then training on a temporal discrimination was begun. The same conditions prevailed for the rest of the experiment. The fish were trained on a 1-minute fixed-interval (FI-1) schedule. After the fish had received a worm for pressing the lever, a Abstract. Goldfish were taught to press a lever for food reinforcement and were placed on a 1-minute fixed-interval schedule. They developed the characteristic temporal discrimination (scalloping) seen in rats and pigeons. There was no change in their relative response rate through the 1-minute interval when ambient temperature was decreased by 10?C. This 10?C temperature drop, which approximately halves the metabolic rate, approximately halved the absolute response rate. These results indicate that a temporal discrimination can be established in the goldfish, and suggest that discriminations of short intervals in fish are not dependent on a mechanism tied directly to metabolic rate.
Temperature Independence of an Arbitrary Temporal Discrimination in the Goldfish
Abstract. Goldfish were taught to press a lever for food reinforcement and were placed on a 1-minute fixed-interval schedule. They developed the characteristic temporal discrimination (scalloping) seen in rats and pigeons. There was no change in their relative response rate through the 1-minute interval when ambient temperature was decreased by 10?C. This 10?C temperature drop, which approximately halves the metabolic rate, approximately halved the absolute response rate. These results indicate that a temporal discrimination can be established in the goldfish, and suggest that discriminations of short intervals in fish are not dependent on a mechanism tied directly to metabolic rate. This research shows that although absolute response rate is dependent on temperature, relative response rate is not. It appears then that the patterning of responses in a temporal discrimination is independent of temperature. The results suggest that the 1-minute temporal discrimination shown by these fish is not dependent on a mechanism directly tied to metabolic rate. This research shows that although absolute response rate is dependent on temperature, relative response rate is not. It appears then that the patterning of responses in a temporal discrimination is independent of temperature. The results suggest that the 1-minute temporal discrimination shown by these fish is not dependent on a mechanism directly tied to metabolic rate. Cats prepared in this way exhibit spontaneous periods of synchronized sleep and wakefulness, the EEG and behavioral patterns of activity prevailing after midpontine transection (3). In good agreement with observations of free-moving cats (4) the spontaneous firing of LGB units is strikingly affected by sleep and wakefulness. During wakefulness the spontaneous activity is random; during sleep there are shortlasting, high-frequency bursts of activity (300 to 500) with long intervals of silence between (100 to 600 msec).
During periods of wakefulness (indicated by behavior and by the EEG's), the responses of the LGB units followed the light changes very closely (Fig. 1A) at the different frequencies of stimulation (from 0.1 to 1 cy/sec). The response was quite similar to that of retinal units (1, 2) . The "on" cells were almost in phase with the stimulus, the "off" cells 180? out of phase (see Fig. 1, A and B) , and the "on-off" cells showed a phase relation between the stimulus and response in the region between 0? and 180?. During synchronized sleep every relation between sine-wave stimulus and response was behavioral patterns of activity prevailing after midpontine transection (3). In good agreement with observations of free-moving cats (4) the spontaneous firing of LGB units is strikingly affected by sleep and wakefulness. During wakefulness the spontaneous activity is random; during sleep there are shortlasting, high-frequency bursts of activity (300 to 500) with long intervals of silence between (100 to 600 msec).
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